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I won’t call you horse, I would call 
you brother, you are dearer than 

brother…» Such a force of love, eternal, 
ineradicable worship of Turkmen to the 
horse is from immortal epos  
«Oguznama»! So accurately and rightly 
showed the ancient narrators the force of 
feelings, not fitted in the human’s heart! 
But the most amazing thing is that time is 
left powerless before this love.  
Millenniums have passed, it is XXI 
century now but Ahalteke horse is still in 
Turkmen’s heart. It is obvious to be sure 
while looking through this album.

«
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The two God’s gifts given by the nature 
in a form of the fastest and most 

graceful creations in the world, met.
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Horse is a miracle created 
by the nature and a man.

Bagtiyar – bay, born in 1999
Father: Gapbar
Mother: Elganat
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Horse – the most natural and the 
brightest evidence of the co-authorship 

of a man and nature. 

Akhan – grey, born in 2006
Father: Gurply

Mother: Ruhubelent
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At leisure, in one’s spare time.
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Abovementioned citation forestalls 
one of the chapters of the book 

«Ahalteke horse is our pride and glory», 
written by President of Turkmenistan 
Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov. A kind of 
historical encyclopedia and ardent hymn 
to the Turkmen racer, this book has been 
translated into many languages. Read-
ers from all over the world got access to 
invaluable information that make pride 
and glory of the Turkmen land and turns 
out to be the property of world civiliza-
tion. It is understandable the interest of 
the world to the unique creation of na-
ture and human’s hands-Ahalteke horse, 
which glory is endless for centuries.

Today’s fame of our racer is fully 
connected with the name of  

Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov – faith-
ful son of his land and people. Headed 
the nation in crucial time for people, the 
Turkmen Leader dedicated enormous  
potential of his Motherland to tasks of 
new epoch, which depths are so inex-
haustible just like people’s soul. The 
Head of State directed his outstand-
ing statecraft for creation of the society 
model where the national idea, servicing 
to creative goals cements and strengthens 
the public organism.
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Turkmen people decorated their 
horses with loving care and made 
luxurious harnesses for them.
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Horse is a friend of the man 
because it always had its own name.

Polatly – light-bay, born in 2006
Father: Pyyada
Mother: Kenar



A noble shape of a head and swan neck 
with a high graceful bend make horses 
especially beautiful.

Dorhan – born in 2006
Father: Goar17
Mother: Tyaze11
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The major goal of the revival epoch 
that constantly stresses out the 

Head of State is to arouse creative energy 
of people, that energy which moved him 
for all heroic history. This energy, con-
cluding life talent, artistic flair and merg-
ing with environment, is created all that 
nation is proud of. The racer stays to be 
the first here, being alive and vivid evi-
dence of human’s and nature co-author-

ship. Being the brightest bearer of tradi-
tions, making up the core of the national 
mentality, people’s character, Ahalteke 
horse as a symbol of statehood, depicted 
on Turkmenistan emblem obtained state 
care and attention which is corresponded 
with power and scale of the country, 
experiencing remarkable period of the 
newest history. 
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Modern Turkmen renaissance, 
called the New Revival Epoch, 

includes the signs of renovation of life on 
the basis of life-giving spiritual energy of 
people. This phenomenon is undoub- 

tedly deeply thought out and thoroughly 
weighted state policy, competently pur-
sued by the Nation’s Leader, relying on 
people, deriving inspiration for realiza-
tion of his grandiose plans.
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Those who have ever seen the 
Ahalteke horse, will never forget it.

Galkynysh – light-bay, born in 2003
Father: Gorjagurt
Mother: Dayanch
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Yanardag, a golden horse of the Golden Age, 
is a decoration of the emblem of Turkmenistan.
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Nobody can compete with me 
in the speed and beauty.

Kararym – black, born in 2000
Father: Karar

Mother: Mayya
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Work on a book.
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Today’s Turkmenistan is the count-
ry that recognized itself on the 

world arena with global intentions and 
their rigorous fulfillment. All that is 
erected today and laid out on the ancient 

land of our ancestors is their inherited 
spiritual power, turned out into modern 
state, which in recent years stands in one 
row with developed world countries and 
prospers.
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Independent Neutral Turkmenistan, 
taking the most active position on 

the world arena, participates in matters 
of the international community as equal 
partner and as initiator of bold projects 
on ensuring peace, security and construc-

tive cooperation. Success of foreign po- 
licy, growth  of the international authori- 
ty of the country favors effectiveness of 
reformations, carried out by the head of 
state regarded as opened, with innovative 
thoughts.  



The latest sights of the white marble 
capital of Turkmenistan.
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Fountains
add to the beauty of 

the white marble city.
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Unrecognisable appearance of our capital.
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Unbeaten soldier on 
the back of his faithful 
horse.



With the pride 
of our people.
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Mary. 
New buildings in the national style. 

Everything here seems to be full of hospitality.
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Monument to the legendary Polatly – 
a repeated champion in the pedigree 
selection among the Ahalteke horses, 
the winner in the horse races, founded 
in the Bekrova Village 
on May 31, 1988.
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Horse jewellery 
decorations: 

Govsbent, Uyan, 
Boyunturuk.
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Short rest.
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All development of the country has 
single, complex character, provi- 

ded by solution of numerous tasks. Horse 
breeding is one of fields that develops 
rapidly and swiftly just like Ahalteke 
horse. All that is done in the country on 
revival of the national horse breeding 
comes from a single policy of reforms, 
subdued to the strategic slogan «State 
for people». Ahalteke racer as a friend, 
brother could not stand aside, on con-
trary, personifying by President’s words 
«unique phenomenon in the world-
friendship of a horse and man, which 
has to be evaluated as rare occurrence 
and our national culture in world culture 
in whole», it called today with epoch of 
Revival to take proper place in hierarchy 
of contemporary civilization. Being its 
herald in passed epochs, entering annals 
of history as horse-soldier and horse-win-
ner, leading all cultural horse breeding of 
the world, Ahalteke has glorified on sport 
arenas, having approved its title as the 
most eminent racer on the globe. 
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Our gratitude to the horse-trainers devoting their lives 
to the preserving of the Ahalteke horses.
Gyrat – a participant of the solemn parade dedicated to the 
65th anniversary of the Victory Day. Moscow. May 9, 2010.

Gyrat – grey, born in 1999
Father: Garadashayak
Mother: Gulperi
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Orazgeldi Atamuradov, the 
Honoured Horse Breeder of 

Turkmenistan, master-trainer, 
master-jockey. Born in 

1926 in the Garadamak 
Village, Ruhabat Etrap, Ahal 

Velayat.



Fed by hands, treated with love and care.

Kermek – black, born in 1987
Father: Kelam
Mother: Akyllygush



Tayly Taymazov, the 
Honoured Horse  

Breeder of Turkmenis- 
tan, master-trainer, 

master-jockey, born in 
the Keshi Village, Ahal 

Velayat, Ruhabat Etrap

Pereng – light-bay, born in 1955
Father: Erkush
Mother: Pobeda

Place of birth: 40 Years of the 
TSSR collective farm
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An Ahalteke horse – a rare bearer of «the blue 
blood» among the horses of the similar breed.

Pyyada – light-bay, born in 1990
Father: Pudak
Mother: Bossan
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Pakyrpalvan, born in 1951
Father: Fakirsulu

Mother: Egoza
Place of birth: Komsomol 

studfarm

On the left: Shantakbay 
Zhaylanov. On the right: 

the Honoured Horse Breeder of 
Turkmenistan Rahym Ataev with 

the legendary Polatly.
Komsomol stud farm (at present 

S. A. Niyazov stud farm)
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«Those who have a horse, have wings».

Bori – bay, born in 1995
Father: Baky
Mother: Damanqa

Ezber Babaliev with his Bori, a winner 
in the190 cm-obstacle race. 
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Aksakal, born in 1948
Father: Koshpeli

Mother: Arma

Penteli, born in 1964
Father: Fakirpalvan

Mother: Peydachy
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These horses are invaluable diamonds of horse breeding, the top 
of perfection. Pyyada, a repeated winner of the beauty contest.
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Ata Yolovov, master-trainer, 
master-jockey, a trainer at 
Komsomol stud farm, a dweller 
of the Bekrova Village, 
Chandebil Etrap, Ashgabat City.

Erkus, born in 1948
Father: Skak

Mother: Yerkajan
Place of birth: 40 Years of the TSSR collective farm
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Jigits riding their horses are the decoration of the holidays.
Make way for the Ahalteke horses!
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Baba Annaseidov,
master-trainer, master-jockey, trainer 

from the Akdashayak Village, 
Ahal Velayat, Ruhabat Etrap

Absent, black, born in 1951
Father: Arap

Mother: Bakkara
Champion of the Olympic 
Games, equestrian sports
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Ahalteke horses have amazingly 
skin and short flighting hair.

Dovletli – bay, born in 2006
Father: Gala
Mother: Tapylar
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All this, raising the sources of 
everlasting art of the Turkmen 

people, was written by true connoisseur 
and expert, supporter of Ahalteke breed 
Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov in his 
book.  Love for horses, inherited from 
our ancestors has turned into care about 
them at state level and scale. 

Naturally, the book itself has pre-
foreseen this scale, because it 

turned out to be the program document, 
outlining the place and importance of 
Ahalteke horse in the history of civiliza-
tion from creation of world up to present 
days and responsibility of modern gener-
ation of Turkmen for invaluable national 
property. 
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The book helped every Turkmen to 
understand more deeply himself, 

comprehend sources of cheerful character 
and evaluate that heavenly gift, given by 
nature in the form of swift and gracious 
creature on land.

However the most crucial thing is 
that this inspired ode to the horse 

revived spiritual dominant of industrious-
ness as phenomenal peculiarity of people, 
aroused immortal masterpieces of the 
material culture. «Even today, Ahalteke 
horse is one of the best racer under hea- 
vens, Turkmen carpet is the best on earth, 
Saraja sheep and «alabai» dog are unsur-
passed just like melon and national attire 
of Turkmen womenfolk, jewelries from 
silver, becoming embodiment of musical 
and poetic soul of our people»-writes the 
author, praying worship to people. 
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National jewellery decorations. 

Turkmen people inherited the 
culture of the thousands 
of the previous generations.
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Wedding decorations.
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A sound mind in a sound body!
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Friends.

Together we are not bored!
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The best sheep dog – alabay. 
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Saraji sheep are unique.
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Bagtyyar – creamy, born in 2004
Father: Mukam 
Mother: Kepderi
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The book is monument, book is 
confession, book is research, book 

is fate…The author, being scientists by 
attitude of mind and professional acti- 
vity, proved scientifically cultural primo-
geniture of Ahalteke horse among similar 
ones on earth, citing  incontrovertible 
chain of logical deduction on the basis of 
deeply worked out and newly thought out 
historical and scientific material. 
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«If the animals from all over the world 
established a state, then the Ahalteke 
horse would be their King».

The winner in the 
«The Best Ahalterke Horse –2009» 
Competition – Shekilli.

Shekilli – light-bay, born in 2006
Father: Tebigat
Mother: Durligozel
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Multicoloured lights of night Ashgabat.
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Incomparable beauty of architecture.
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The author has come to conclusion, 
analyzing selection gift of Turk-

men, that all millennium selection of 
Ahalteke horse is obligatory crossbreed 
of outstanding lines inside of one breed 
without backoff. Year after year, century 
after century, millennium after millenni-
um! «fastness of this blood, its capability 
to be reproduced in millennium selection  
and win in any crossbreed is the main ad-
vantage of this breed, ensuring it on earth 
almost physical immortality», - says the 
book. 
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A steep turn.
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They can not live without each other.
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A miracle of amazing beauty 
and «a star» is shining 

in the forehead.

Gulendam –light-bay, 
born in 2002
Father: Gala

Mother: Gaytar
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The winner in the «The Most Beautiful 
Ahalteke Horse –2010» Competition – Gorkli.

Gorkli – light-bay, born in 2007
Father: Gadymyet
Mother: Gulpamyr
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Trust of these words are proved by 
the following fact: today genofond 

of elite racers counts 88 stallions from 2 
up to 6 years old, belonging to 17 lin-
eage and making up the structural type of 
Ahalteke breed. Indeed, horse is so loved 
and cared, having golden genofond, 
counting several thousand heads, existing 
in the country.  

It is not accepted to count Ahalteke 
horse by heads though their number has 
been constantly growing owing to revival 
of branch.  The main criterion here is 
elitism, that is the compliance with high 
standards of breed. The horse is friend 
because it used to have a name.
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There is not lusher grass than ours.
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Crystal-clean air and primeval beauty of the nature.
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Let usmake our peace! 
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 Playing with silky sand of the Garagum 
Desert, the star of the desert, a beauty 

Ahalteke horse is galloping.
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For example, Boynou, from which 
in XIX century the record of breed 

lines were kept, or Polatly, champion 
of breed, having monument at lifetime 
in XX century or symbol of new epoch 
Ynardag, whose proud profile is depicted 
on the national emblem. There was Ab-
sent, called as the best sport horse of 
the world, snow-white Arab, on which 
marshal Zhukov rode at Victory parade. 
Today new names arouse on star sky as 
Gerkli and Shekilli-sorrel beauties, win-
ners of contests for the best Ahalteke 
horse in 2009 and 2010. These first in the 
country’s history shows of elite horses 
which with the lapse of tome world gain 
the international status, are approved by 
the decision of the head of state and an-
nually held in the end of April, at Racer 
Day – one of the favorite national holi-
days among Turkmen people.
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Giving happiness to the people.
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My horse is galloping faster than wind and 
more quickly than a bird.

Yanardag – light-bay, born in 1991
Father: Yalkymly
Mother: Dabaraly



A man preserved beauty and 
wealth of the world in the art.
Polatly – the star of Turkestan.







«Saddled by wind».
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To revive the people’s love to stal-
lion at the level of new tasks and 

possibilities is the aim, set before the na-
tion’s leader, showing personal example 
towards attitude to the national property. 
The personal example of President is 
an integral part of his policy, applied to 
minds and hearts of compatriots. His 
task is to serve as example for inspired 
attitude to life, being the major measure 
and success condition among Turkmen 
people.

Riding on horse, driving plane 
steering wheel, sea liner, driv-

ing powerful KAMAZ, Gurbanguly 
Berdimuhamedov not just demonstrates 
wonderful physical shape and high pro-
fessional skills in every business, he fixes 
in people’s mind the image of modern 
jigit, who has to do a lot. He must be 
well-educated, physically strong and 
esthetically erudite. It is not just good 
desires.
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National action plan has been car-
ried out in the country for re- 

formation of education, introduction of 
healthy way of life, education of grow-
ing generation in sound body and sound 
spirit. President is not tired to be inspirer 
of new initiatives – from construction  
of AVAZA National Tourist Zone at  
ecologically clean Caspian Seashore 
up to laying foundation of the Olympic 

Township in Ashgabat. Both of them are 
of world level and significance. Sport 
erections, constructed all over the coun-
try including numerous stadiums, hip-
podromes, equestrian complexes, swim-
ming pools, tennis courts, cycle tracks, 
kids’ recreation centers, sport schools. 
They are built by world quality standards 
and it means for many years. 
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Sea health resort at the Caspian Sea: clean water, mild climate.
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Amazing mirror-like surface of the radian sea.
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Turkmen Olympic 
Aquatic Sport 

Complex.
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Look, Ahalteke horse, look, your star has risen, 
and we believe that it will light your way 
and will neverdie out!
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Mass and high achievements sport 
in Turkmenistan is developing 

and it means that younger generation 
of true Turkmen jigits would be strong. 
Physical training and endurance, which is 
gained by kid in games and funs, in elder 
age favors cheerful apprehension of life 
but already on horse, equestrian games of 
70 varieties.
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Who will be the first to come to the finish?
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Celebration of the 15th anniversary 
of Turkmenistan’s Neutrality. 

The Ahalteke horses –decoration 
of the festive events.
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Turkmen horse games expressed 
the specific style of life of the 
Turkmen people.
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On the arena of the 
Turkmen state circus.
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Till present days, none of holidays 
are held without equestrian racing. 

It is a law existed in Turkmen people’s 
life. Where there is racing, there triumph 
of soul, apotheosis of feelings and emo-
tions. The tribunes of newly restored 
Ashgabat hippodrome are always over-
crowded where spring and autumn racing 
of elite horses is held at state level. Ra- 
cers are given generous president prizes 
like keys from cars. 

Ahalteke horses showed remark-
able results not only in traditional 

races but some other kinds of equestrian 
sport. Abovementioned Arab set a world 
record in the middle of XX century, over-
coming steeplechase with 2 meters 12 cm 
heights. The world record by long jump 
(8 meters 78 cm) was set by Quail. Fa-
mous Propeller distinguished in triathlon 
but Pentelli, Geren and Magara demon-
strated high results in show jumping-one 
of Olympic kinds of equestrian sport. 
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Today, show jumping - overcom-
ing of a route with set obstacles 

on it with 130 cm height and more taller 
has been entered the list of equestrian 
competitions which are regularly held in 
the country, revealing the best racers and 
stallions. 

Training of racing and sport stallions 
to the international competitions, popu-
larization of various equestrian kinds 

of sport is one of the crucial tasks of 
home horse breeding art. Henceforth, 
Ahalteke horse and people have where 
to stroll about.  Just equestrian complex, 
erected in Ahal velayat, will be located 
on 83 hectares area. 7 thousand specta-
tors would watch the course of races for 
whom open and covered tribunes have 
been built. 
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Perman – dark-bay, born in 2008
Father: Pyyada
Mother: Perisen
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Marshal Zhukov is taking Victory 
Parade, riding Ahalteke horse Arab. 
Moscow 1945.





The superiority of the Ahalteke horse among the 
horses of the same breed, it gained high results not only 

in the races but also demonstrated great achievements in 
the solemn opening ceremony of the parade on the 

occasion of the 65th anniversary of Victory Day.
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There is a place to stroll about.

Kanun – light-bay, born in 2004
Father: Keymir2
Mother: Sabyrly
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Equestrian Sport Complex built in a modern style is 
located at the foothills of the Kopetdag Mountains.
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Ашхабадский 
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Ashgabat Equestrian Sport 
Complex – one of the 

favourite places of horse 
breeders.
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Equestrian Sport Complex in the Ahal Velayat. 
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Amazingly beautiful marble gleam 
of the complex under construction 
which will become areal centre for 
training candidates for equestrian 
kinds of sport.
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Balkan Equestrian Sport Complex designed 
for 300 spectators. One of the most striking 
places in Balkan.





Mary. Central hippodrome framed in white marble.
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Lebap Equestrian Sport Complex.
Great cultural and sport complex – 

a competition centre.





Dashoguz. 
Central hippodrome 

with stands designed for 
holding elite horse races.
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Open and covered riding schools 
have been designed there as well 

as horse competitions of the interna-
tional level will be held. Circus arena is 
rather gorgeous just like renovated circus 
in Ashgabat. It would undoubtedly be-
come one of the leading places of trick 
riding, separate kind of circus art, won 
great popularity in Turkmenistan and its 
boundaries.  

Of course, special conditions will 
be created for stallions of gran-

diose complex, designed for keeping 
400 racing horses. In 10 stables owing 
to peculiarities of construction, optimal 
climate and natural ventilation will be 
kept, special space for training horses for 
racing is envisaged, rooms for quaran-
tine, veterinary inspection and labs.
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The main thing is that new hip-
podrome would become the true 

«smithery» for equestrian kinds of sport. 
Specialized boarding school for young 
stallions will be opened here. Several 
dwelling cottages will be erected for 
comfort inhabitation of teachers and 
trainers. 

In general, it would be grandiose cul-
tural-sport and education complex which 
would become the hub for holding large 
competitions of national and international 

level,  that is called to develop equestrian 
sport, training of masters-jockeys, capa-
ble deservingly represent Turkmenistan 
on the world arena. Taking into consi- 
deration that similar complexes, con- 
nected with each other with system of 
centralized sweepstakes, are under  
construction in every velayat of the  
country then we could imagine how 
much fresh forces will inflow in this  
activity, enthusiasm and ardour. 
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Rest on the grass.
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Gerden – bay, born in 2007
Father: Gayduvsyz
Mother: Guleken
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Faster than wind! 
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Undoubtedly, the crucial task is 
further improvement of selection 

work for enlargement of elite livestock. 
Keeping under personal control this task 
and erection of hippodromes, the head 
of state pays much attention to open-
ing of scientific horse breeding institute, 
production on the scientific basis special 

forage for purebred Ahalteke horses and 
allotting for these goals of land massifs 
in every velayat or erection of stables for 
growing up-to-date pedigree stallions or 
application of special sand on toe cam 
which quality must be constantly con-
trolled.



Have we met before?

Lachin – grey, born in 2006
Father: Gyrgygush
Mother: Elmik



Hanburgurt – the winner in the 
«The Most Beautiful Ahalteke 
Horse» Competition.

Hanburgurt – light-bay, born in 2005
Father: Peydaly
Mother: Enish
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Preparation for the international 
competition.

Garahan – black, born in 2006
Father: Keymir
Mother: Ayperi
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Special field is harness, decoration 
of a horse that used to be a sub-

ject of individual concern and pride of 
Turkmen horse breeding art. Horseshoes, 
saddles, traditional horse silver jewelries 
are differed by perfect execution. 

Setting task to organize mass pro-
duction of this ammunition, Presi-

dent demands to provide century-long 
quality standard.
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In a word, this favorite pet today is 
rather honored. All this is tireless 

efforts, organizational will of the head of 
state, paying immense attention to de-
velopment of infrastructure and activity 
of the main venture-«Turkmen atlary» 
State Association. Its new office – white 
marble 15-stroied edifice, constructed 

by world standards is raised in one of 
the new fashionable districts of Turkmen 
capital. The whole floor is allotted for 
the national museum of Turkmen horse 
breeding art, where documentary and ma-
terial evidence has been collected of true 
horse breeding traditions of people.
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Turkmen Atlary 
State Association.
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Museum of horse breeding in the 
Turkmen Atlary State Association.
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Prizes won in the «The Most Ahalteke Horse» Competition.
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The samples of the national 
historical saddle.
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The best horse in the skies – an Ahalteke horse!

Garagum – light-bay, born in 2003
Father: Gamkeser

Mother: Gulperi



I must win!



He will win!
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Modern Ahalteke equestrian com-
plex, erected in picturesque 

Kopetdag foothills, continues its suc-
cessful activity, where along with breed-
ing of breathtaking racers purposeful 
researches are carried out in the field of 
house breeding.  With every passing year, 
the number of private horse breeding 
economies has been increasing where the 
breeding activity is set at the level of best 
selection traditions. 

Domestic house breeding art, develop-
ing simultaneously in several directions, 
experiences true revival that arouse inter-

est and attention from all over the world. 
In the world, Ahalteke horses are loved 
and vivid evidence of it is creation of 
the International association of Ahalteke 
house breeding art with headquarter in 
Ashgabat that is immense fact of practi-
cal concern to this business in the coun-
try and acknowledgement of the national 
achievements in this sphere. Election of 
Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov as  
honorary President of the association 
proved his tremendous personal  
contribution to contemporary  
development of the branch.
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Annaguly Kichiev – 
Honoured Horse 
Breeder, master-trainer, 
master-jockey.

Аnnaseit Babayev, 
master-trainer, 
master-jockey.

Agamurat Annaseidov, 
master-trainer, 
master-jockey.

Babaly Taymazov, 
Honoured Horse 
Breeder, master-trainer, 
master-jockey.
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Spring at the foothills of the Kopetdag Mountains.
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Brad lands, lush grass – all these is our Turkmenistan.
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Ashir Garribaev on the back of 
Serdar. Honoured Horse Breeder 
of Turkmenistan, master-trainer.

Take a walk.

To Beauty Contest.
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Morning starts with warm-up.

Gushgy – black, born in 2007
Father: Ahal

Mother: Gelin
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International conferences on the 
topic «Turkmen racer and world art 

of horse breeding», carried out on the 
initiative of the head of state annually 
gather in Ashgabat scientists from tens 
world countries. History and modern 
development of the world and Turkmen 
ipology, material-technical basis of horse 
breeding, preservation of genofond, 
employment of ipotherapy in treatment 
of diseases, the latest methods of keeping 

and improvement of exterior qualities of 
horses are just not full list of topics under 
discussion at the conferences, servicing 
for fruitful collaboration and exchange 
of experience, strengthening of mutually 
useful scientific contacts. As a pheno- 
menon of national and world culture, 
symbol of unprecedented beauty, grace 
and nobleness, Ahalteke horse is still 
«Heavenly personification of unity of 
cultural world space». 





Clean and fresh air combines with 
the striking beauty of the Kopetdag Mountains.

Gadamly – light-bay, born in 2005
Father: Altyyap
Mother: Derek





Stud farm where remarkeble 
fast swift-footed race horses are bred.
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People, whose tireless labor 
multiplies this greatest national 

property, is honored and respected in 
the country. President’s concern about 
those people who breeds horse, keep 
in heart traditions of fathers, is dictated  
by sacred attitude to heritage of ances- 
tors, coming from the depths of soul.  
National museum of horse breeding art  
revives glorious biography of the Turk- 
men trainers, dedicated their lives to  
preservation of Ahalteke breed. One of  
them Aba Annayev was a brother of well  
known Berdimuhamed-aga- grandfa- 

ther of Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov.  
Natives of the ancient village Yzgant  
in Kopetdag valley-ancestral home of  
Ahalteke horses, they both selflessly  
loved miraculous land and served it at  
selected field. Grandfather of our  
President taught children and was  
director of a school. He was remarkable 
person. From time immemorial labor of a 
teacher is valued among Turkmen people 
and if this teacher is direct successor 
of the nation’s leader, then it is double 
honored. In Turkmen society, industrious 
people are respected greatly. 
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Great friendship of a 
man and his horse.

Toychi – light-bay, 
born in 2006

Father: Tebigat
Mother: Gulmira
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I am the most beautiful Ahalteke horse.
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Aba Annayev was famous in his 
motherland not only as remark-

able horse breeder but talented selector, 
ardent protector of breed purity. In his 
personal economy, there were several 

purebred stallions and it is one more 
contribution to millennium selection, 
originated those 17 lines, which today 
make up stable pedigree backbone, «blue 
blood» of Ahalteke breed.
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It is said about Aba Annayev and his 
horses in President’s book: «Fed 

with hands, surrounded with love and 
care of entire Turkmen family, Ahalteke 
horse must be in close, constant contact 
with human. It used to come for help, 
showing not only abilities of swift racer 
as wind but nobleness of character that 

together made up the matter of Ahalteke 
horse as rare bearer of «blue blood’. Un-
der luxurious appearance there is highly-
developed nervous system with extreme-
ly sensitive organs of feeling, ardent but 
controlled temper, delicate intelligence 
and faithful heart.
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Warm sea, clean coast.
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Incomparable beauty.
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Choose me!

Gachakchi – bay, born in 2006
Father: Keymir
Mother: Gulbahar
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Good horse will takeout of water 
and carry out of fire!
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You will win next time!
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Every Turkmen used to have a 
horse and at birthing young  

stallions villagers knew it immediately as 
baby’s birth. Horses used to have names 
not nicknames. Consequently, offspring 
was named as children-son, daughter, 
grandson, great-grandson… «From 
morning see father, then horse» – says 
ancient Turkmen proverb. 

It is difficult to add anything to these 
words. We should just amaze with 

their wisdom, evoking in our hearts feel-
ing of grandest thankfulness to people-
creator and its faithful son, glorifying 
Motherland with undertakings to be 
deserved the majesty of fathers. 
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«Winged horses» of Turkmenistan.



Such picture will make your 
house more beautiful.
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A terra-cotta horse head.
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The exhibit found in 
Gonurdepe: a pipe
A fragment of the 

Parthian ivory riton. 
2nd century A.D.
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A ceramic fragment of the plate found 
in Koneurgench, 14th century.
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A Parthian man on hors eback. 
1st century. 
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National carpet 
making art.

Skilful hands of 
carpet-makers 

created incompa-
rable masterpieces 
with the depictions 
of Ahalteke horses.
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240 241Striking harmony, beauty, 
grasfulness.

Akdag –grey, born in 2002
Father: Meydanly
Mother: Maya
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The exhibits of Museum 
of Turkmen Atlary 
State Association.



Pride of and joy for 
Turkmen race horse.

Melenur – light-bay, 
born in 2007
Father: Gulistan
Mother: Gulsary
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Horse Breeding National Museum.
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Winged Horses of the Skies
The exhibits of the National 
Museum.
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Game.
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A moment of The Best Ahalteke Horse of the Year Competition.
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Unforgettable night in the Garagum Desert.
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Horse – one of the animals which can «talk» 
producing different sounds.

This our secret.
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